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Only pilot fuel is used at 
the start-up and in the low 
load range 
(diffusive combustion)

Switching over to DLE begins when 
the load reaches a certain level.
The amount of main fuel is increased

DLE combustion range

Supply of pilot fuel is 
terminated and lean premixed 
combustion begins.

The amount of supplementary 
firing fuel is adjusted in 
accordance with the load. 
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A cogeneration system is a system supplying multiple types of secondary energy (electricity, steam, etc.) 
continuously by driving a gas turbine with primary energy (fuel).

natural gas/electricityZ3/4 general-purpose machineryE25Y3 equipment or facility

◆ The driving source is a 100 % Japanese-made gas turbine.
◆ Reduction in NOx emission with the use of a low emission DLE (dry low emission) combustor
◆ Contribution to energy saving with the high overall efficiency
◆ A wide variety of product lineups with a wide variety of system variations and output from 1,500 kW

to 30,000 kW

It is possible to reduce the emission of NOx with the use of DLE combustors.

Source:JASE-W Japanese Smart Energy Products & Technologies
https://www.jase-w.eccj.or.jp/technologies/index.html
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[Comparison table]
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* Source of the values: Manual for the Calculation and Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emission (2012), Ordinance for Enforcement of the Act on the Rational Use of Energy (2012), 
Interim Report of the Sub-Committee on the Scenario to Achieve the Target, Global Environment Committee, Central Environment Council (2001)

Conventional 
system

After the 
introduction of 
cogeneration

Reduction ratio

(CO2 reduction ratio) = (Reduction after the introduction of cogeneration) 
÷ (Consumption in the conventional system) x 100 = (191 - 100) ÷ 191 x 100 = 48 (%)

(Fuel reduction ratio) = (Reduction after the introduction of cogeneration) 
÷ (Consumption in the conventional system) x 100 = (144 - 100) ÷ 144 x 100 = 30 (%)

F-21

Orders for the cogeneration systems received from Japanese clients: number of deliveries: 
431 units (as of the end of March 2021) 

Orders for the cogeneration systems received from Japanese clients: number of deliveries: 
407 units (as of the end of March 2021)

An example of the effects of energy saving and reduction in CO2 emission with an 8 MW-class gas turbine 
cogeneration system (PUC80D)

Contact: Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd., 
Energy Solution & Marine Enginnering Company
Tel: +81-3-3435-2211  Fax: +81-3-3435-2022
URL: http://global.kawasaki.com/
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